ESCAPE to POKHARA

The Seti Flood One Year Later

Survivors of the Seti flood piece together their lives after the devastating disaster that killed nearly 70 people. The whole country came to help the families with education, shelter, and clothes. But one year later, many who lived still don’t have livelihoods.

3 MAY PRESS FREEDOM DAY

Friday marks the 20th anniversary of the first World Press Freedom Day. The myths of press freedom are that it is threatened only in repressive states (media in democratic societies are also constricted by commercialisation, censorship laws, and threats) and that journalists only need freedom (actually, they also need responsibility). In Nepal, 33 journalists have been killed since 1993, nine of them during the conflict. None of the murderers have been apprehended or tried. When the police tried to investigate known killers of journalist Dekendra Thapa, the government told them to back off.
Crash of cultures

When two groups of mountaineers come to blows on the highest mountain in the world, it is sure to make headlines around the world. The incident got added play because it was a slow news week in Nepal and elsewhere.

Unfortunately for us in Nepal, the news came just as the government was planning a series of celebrations in May to commemorate the anniversaries of the first ascent of Chomolungma by Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay 60 years ago and the first traverse 50 years ago by Jim Whittaker and Nang-Nagm England.

Both expeditions established the tradition that became the norm in Himalayan mountaineering: a successful partnership between (mainly) western mountaineers and the high-altitude Nepali porters that they hired.

Indeed, the admiration of mountaineers for the legendary Sherpas, usually on routes no one has done before. It was a simmering tension caused by the clash of cultures between the Sherpas and their employers. Sherpas of different expeditions work together for the benefit of all climbers in a season, while the mainly-western mountaineers have their own personal ambitions to reach the top.

The Sherpas risk their lives every mounting season, carving a route through the treacherous Khumbu Icefall, fixing ropes up the Lhotse Face, literally carrying some climbers along the summit ridge to the top, and rescuing those stranded on the Death Zone. And they have delivered the cavalier attitude of some climbers who are so consumed by their ambition that they do not respect the mountain and others on it.

What adds a new dimension to this friction is the philosophical difference between commercial expeditions and Alpine-style climbers in the Himalaya. Partly because of the hefty royalties that they have to pay to climb eight thousanders in Nepal, expeditions sell slots to clients.

Alpine-style climbers, on the hand are purists, lean and mean climbers who go without oxygen, ropes, or Sherpas, usually on routes no one has done before. It was only a question of time before these styles clashed on a mountain like Everest which has a combination of both types of expeditions. Sure enough, this week there was a riot on the Western Cwm.

There are differing accounts of what happened between Camp II and III on the morning of 27 April. But both versions confirm that besides being a clash of cultures it was also a clash of egos. And it has to be said that the commercialism of Himalayan climbing has had a mercenary effect on what was once about exploration and adventure.

The Nepal government is partly responsible for this: by turning mountaineering into a cash machine and recycling very little of the revenue back to the people of the mountains. The prevailing national mood where right is might, greed is good, and a culture of settling scores negatively in any mainstream writer’s arguments, I feel the Nepal government is partly responsible for the Sikkim’s GDP through its international peace keeping missions. Above all, the army has prevented the citizenship ambitions of some leaders which would not have been possible without Nepal’s military strength. So if anything, we need more soldiers.

The Kathmandu Airlift

Standing on a sandy plateau, the Kathmandu airport is likely to be significantly affected in case of a major earthquake (The Kathmandu airlift, Naresh Neshe, #653). Access to roads will be even worse off as we pass through unstable mountainous terrain with no immediate repair prospects. For that reason a functioning airport will be of utmost importance even though it comes with its own limitations.

Arms and the men

Very well written, balanced, and perceptive article by Trishna Rana on the need for Nepal’s security forces to diversify and rethink their goals (Arms and the men, #653). I hope the chiefs read this piece. But I am afraid that like most other things in Nepal, true institutional reform will take a long time or a very strong and determined leader on top.

A very different view from the Nepali army. The army is another institution where government squander public money. Nepal doesn’t need an army like in big, fat, alone weapons. Are we going to war with anyone? There are enough weapons to show around to the public. The need of the moment is to boost development budget, not security budget.

Although I agree with most of the writer’s arguments, I feel the Nepal army is relatively more democratic than our neighbours in the sense that we actually have the freedom to criticise it. I have never seen the Indian army being portrayed negatively in any mainstream Bollywood movie and I am pretty sure the defence and the army have a big hand in suppressing unflattering voices, who are also not having any arm guards do not provide them any comfort when it comes to protecting their arms. A Praa

Right sizing the army and downsizing the APF cannot and should not happen until the state disbands the APF cannot and should not happen until the state disbands the APF and comes with its own limitations.
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Best of a bad lot

Pushpa Kamal Dahal came across in Delhi as a leader patiently waiting for history to run its course

The halo of romance around him, however, soon disappeared as Delhi looked upon him as a politician willing to cut deals to remain in power. Worse, the warmth between him and Delhi ebbled, and then quickly degenerated over the issue of civilian control of the army. Though this principle is upheld in every democracy, India was wary of supporting his decision to sack the army chief as it believed he wished to erode the Nepali Army as a counterpoise to his armed cadres. Dahal, too, hurried back to Delhi. This week’s visit was a chance for both sides to recalibrate ties and rebuild bridges. Dahal had been planning the trip to India, claiming he wanted to undertake it before he flew to Beijing. Though this pronouncement, he perhaps wished to secure early dates for his visit. It’s a measure of New Delhi’s confidence in its Nepal policy that Dahal’s visit here did not precede his Chinese sojourn.

To reconnect with New Delhi, Dahal went out of his way to convey that he is a pragmatist. At a public function, the Maoist chairman renewed his commitment to multiparty democracy and spoke of his 1VTIQB,BNBM%BIBMDBNFBDSPTTJO%FMIJBTB MFBEFSQBUJFOUMZXBJUJOHGPSIJTUPSZUPSVOJUTDPVSTF economic vision in which India was to play a significant role. More importantly, he affirmed that his party would not indulge in anti-India rhetoric or call it the Expansionist Force, a description he blamed on the mindset of his erstwhile comrade, Mohan Baidya ‘Kiran’.

Many in India and Nepal warn New Delhi: don’t believe this chameleon. But that quality isn’t Dahal’s alone. Second, as foreign policy wonks in Delhi see it, the UCPN (M) will still emerge from the next election as Nepal’s No 1 party. Delhi believes Dahal is ahead of the political game in embracing the idea of ethnicity-based federalism, he is best positioned to form a broad-based coalition government post-election and consequently reflect the rising aspirations democracy usually triggers.

Delhi says it has no favourites in Nepal, but it must adjust to changing times and predict the future from its readings of the present. No doubt, the historic relationship between New Delhi and the NC still rekindles nostalgia. Yet, the NC and UML don’t appear to be nimble-footed enough to adjust to the new political reality of Nepal and unable to arrest their shrinking social base.

The subtext of Dahal’s visit to Delhi was as much about the increasing marginalisation of older parties as it was about his confidence in the role history will, once again, ask him to play. ashrafajaz3@gmail.com
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Mountain fight

Everest rage is a result of the clash of two distinct climbing styles in the Himalaya and was bound to happen sooner or later

KUNDA DIXIT

On the month that Nepal is preparing to mark the 60th anniversary of the first ascent of the world’s highest mountain by Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Sherpa, the news of a gangland-style fight on Mt Everest has come as a disturbing reminder of how much climbing has changed.

The partnership between Hillary and Tenzing marked the beginning of a long tradition of teamwork between Sherpas and their mountaineer employers who valued their stamina, endurance, and sure-footedness at high altitude. But the undercurrent of resentment between the ‘sahibs’ and their hired porter-guides had been growing. It reached boiling point last Saturday on the Western Cwm.

The incident on 27 April on the Lhotse Face below Camp 3 has shaken the climbing fraternity, and divided the tourism fraternity into distinct camps depending on whose version of events they believe more. But the bottomline is that the publicity has hurt the fraternity, and divided the Sherpas and their mountaineer employers who valued their stamina, endurance, and sure-footedness at high altitude. But the undercurrent of resentment between the ‘sahibs’ and their hired porter-guides had been growing. It reached boiling point last Saturday on the Western Cwm.
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A potentially damaging investigative report in the latest issue of Summit magazine published by the British Mountaineering Council has drawn attention to insurance scams for helicopter rescue of trekkers in Nepal.

Written by climber-journalist, Ed Douglas, the article goes into gory details of trekking agents and their clients frauding insurance companies, overcharging for genuine rescues, and even getting insurance companies to pay for a ‘fast ride’ back to Kathmandu when they get bored by forging health certificates to show they were sick enough to need evacuation.

As the number of helicopter companies in Nepal proliferates, there is cut-throat competition among them to get a larger market share. The performance of helicopters have also improved and it is now possible to pluck climbers off mountains at altitudes of 7,000m as happened on Annapurna in 2010 when an Eurecu B3 helicopter rescued three climbers. However, corruption, weak regulation, and impunity have tempted many to make underhand deals to cash in on trekking insurance. The article, titled Dial-a-flight quotes a helicopter pilot in Nepal who says the industry is rife with kickbacks. “If the client gets sick, that is a good thing for the trekking companies. A client paying $1,500 for a trek in the Everest region if he gets sick may be paid $2-3,000 from the rescue helicopter.”

More than helicopter companies, the article quotes insiders as saying that it is the travel and trekking agents and private hospitals who make money out of the estimated 1,500 helicopter rescues in Nepal every year. Nepal is the second most expensive after the United States for a helicopter rescue, it is even more costly than getting rescued in Antarctica or Switzerland. As insurance companies get scammed, they raise the premium and this is passed down to genuinely sick people. A doctor in Kathmandu is quoted in the article as saying that only 20 per cent of patients medevaced to Kathmandu for acute mountain sickness actually needed it.

The article concludes: “With millions of dollars in commissions up for grabs, it is hardly surprising that Nepal’s private helicopter sector has attracted middlemen looking for a slice.”

www.thebmc.co.uk/cats/all/summit_magazine
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Overcharging rescues

An insurance-covered rescue flight often flies in cargo from Kathmandu, and extra seats on the flight are sold for cash on the spot.

Charging twice for the same rescue

Two trekkers were evacuated from Manaslu on the same rescue flight, the local agent billed the insurance company $5,000 for two evacuations.

Pre-scheduling rescue flights into trekking itineraries

Having fake doctors’ certificates ready for trek members to claim insurance for being helicoptered out so they don’t have to walk back down the same valley.
CINDREY LIU in KASKI

Eyewitness of disaster

It was Saturday morning of 5 May last year and many picnickers from Pokhara had come to the hot springs at Sardi Khola for a dip. Chahana Pun, 13, her family, and neighbours were also by the riverside. Suddenly there was a roar from the north, the Seti River had turned into a brown wall of mud, boulders, and tree trunks. Chahana’s parents and two older brothers were washed away and only she and her elder brother Anrit survived.

One year on, 20-year-old Anrit still doesn’t have a job. Chahana was taken in by a local school and given free education. “I feel sad remembering my parents and little brother, but I am happy in my new school and I don’t have to worry about anything,” she told us.

This was before the monsoon, so the sudden flood took villagers and tourists by complete surprise. It is now known that the flood was caused by a rockfall that broke off Annapurna IV, triggering an ice avalanche that roared down the north face and ice cornice on the 7,525m high Annapurna II.

The flood killed at least 63 people, including 46 children who lost family members and a partner who were killed in the flood. One year later, Chahana (below, right) is getting free schooling with orphan brothers, Amar and Fal, who were offered free education, as Amar Tamang, 7, and Fal Bahadur Tamang, 5 who lost their mother. Soon after the flood, their father had remarried and abandoned them. If we did not help them, they would have ended up on the streets or become child workers,” Jaya Ram explained.

Relief and offers of help poured in from across Nepal. The government and the local community sprang into action, to provide up to Rs 100,000 for the family of every deceased, Rs 50,000 for every orphan, and offered shelter and education for the families affected.

The flood was completely unexpected, but the government and private sector responded very quickly,” Kaski CDO, Yadabrāj Koirala, told Nepal Times on Tuesday. Indeed, compared to the slow response to other disasters, Seti has become a model for effective relief and rehabilitation. While the government’s response was commendable, it was the contribution of the surrounding communities and Pokhara that was most impressive. More than 26 groups, including youth clubs, mother groups, cooperatives, and hotel associations pitched in to help.

Reporters from Radio Annapurna FM in Pokhara were among the first at the scene of the flood. Manoj Koirala explained the Annapurna Relief Fund and broadcast an appeal. Listeners pledged Rs 6.4 million and part of it was distributed to those who had family members missing, since the government’s cash grants only went to those whose bodies were found. The rest of the money was used to house nine families whose homes had been washed away.

The Samudraya Sewa Kendra, a joint drive of police and residents of Kaski, raised money and distributed it to 46 children who lost family members in the flood. “Children are the weakest and need the most support from the community,” explained Sita Gurung, of the community group, which is going to continue its support as the children grow up.

While homes have been built and money distributed, livelihoods have not. Those who were resettled are grateful for their new homes, but they have no jobs, no livestock and farms, and are struggling to survive. Says 55-year-old Man Bahadur Pun: “We are thankful for the houses, but it is worrying that there is never enough food.”

What would help would be to repair the bridge across the Seti so they can go back to their land, and skills training so they can earn money.

For those who lived through last year’s terrifying flood on the Seti, the challenge now is to live from day to day.
The mercury is now consistently crossing the 30 Celsius mark and which is a normal occurrence of year because of this heat this week we haven’t noticed that afternoon storms have dumped copious amounts of snow down to 4,000 m in the Central Himalaya. A high pressure area responsible for this convection will rise because of convection and topography to unleash some dramatic thunderstorms along the hills. The plains will be dry and hot hot hot.

Pokhara has long been a favourite destination among Nepalis and international travellers alike. Some come here to unwind after an arduous trek around Annapurna and others for the adrenaline rush in a city that is now a famed destination on the international adventure sports map. Many dream of eventually settling down in the lake city after retirement.

With a sweeping panorama from Dhaulagiri in the west to Himalchuli in the east, the emerald green of Phewa Lake, and adventures to keep you occupied for weeks, Pokhara provides the perfect foil to the dusty, concrete jungle of Kathmandu. The air is fresh and clean, there’s little rush to get to places, people are laidback and friendly. No wonder 400,000 tourists make a trip here every year. And what has been particularly pleasing is the town’s increasing popularity among Nepalis. “There is something about Pokhara that makes me want to keep coming back,” says Kiran Krishna Shrestha of Nepalaya. “I would love to spend my old age here, a place with a view of the lakeside or the mountain range would be great.”

The steady growth in tourist numbers has encouraged investments in the town which used to remain closed for six months during off-season. In the last three years alone, three luxury resorts have opened up with investments crossing well over Rs 600 million. With an international airport in the plans, Pokhara will be linked to regional hubs like New Delhi, Singapore and catalyse the growth of the whole of central Nepal in the next few years. “I love being in nature and when I grow old it would be great to live here, waking up at sunrise and enjoying the view of snow-capped Machhapuchchhre,” says Sunita Rana, a primary school teacher in Kathmandu who is a regular visitor to Pokhara, “the land here is fertile, maybe I will start my own little farm.”

Blessed with natural beauty and constantly reinventing itself, the lake city continues to attract people from all over the world.
DINING
Boomerang Restaurant & German Bakery, an expansive garden situated close to the lake makes this one of the best places to dine. Try the in-house Boomerang specials. Lakeside, Pokhara, 061-462978

Busy Bee, head over for live rock and pop performances in English, Nepali, and Hindi. Indulge in beer and pizzas to while the night away in good fashion. Lakeside, Pokhara

Byanjan Grill, its open patio is a great place to sit, enjoy a book, take in the view, and gorg on delicious cuisine when the hunger kicks in. Sarath Choh, Lakeside-6, Pokhara, 061-466272

Cafe Concerto Pizzeria, step in for a fine assortment of pastries, coffee, and Italian food. Lakeside, Pokhara

Oxygen Lounge Bar, for a relaxed ambience and acoustic music. Rosemary chicken with mashed potatoes is a hit among patrons. Lakeside, Pokhara

Dragon Chinese Restaurant, try the Kung Pao Pork if alone and the Mai Cao if with company. Lakeside, Pokhara

EVENTS
Himalayan Outdoor Festival, run, cycle, rappel, climb, and buzz through ziplines at the 2nd annual outdoor festival in Kathmandu. 3 to 5 May, Nathibar Resort, www.himalayanoutdoorfestival.com

Wheel-a-hoops, wheelchair basketball tournament to promote and improve physical, mental, emotional, and social strength of persons with disabilities. 10 to 12 May, 10am to 4pm, Covered Hall, Tripureswor, 9840207377

Think, eat, save, 200 million people could be fed with the amount of food wasted in Europe. Vote for bloggers, www.unep.org/wed/blog-competition/conscious eating. to shift from conspicuous eating to who are actively urging the public wasted in Europe. Vote for bloggers

Everest cycling marathon, cyclists Avi Cohen and Daniel Moores are riding across the Tibetan plateau from Lhasa to Kathmandu as they raise funds to help impoverished communities in Nepal. Contribute at www.indiegogo.com/projects/everest-cycling-marathon-for-a-just-world

FREE HIT, watch the Indian Premier League every day, 2pm, Bagacha Restaurant, Jawalakhel, 9814964108

Graphic voices, an exhibition of graphic artist Dan Archer’s work chronicling the lives of trafficking survivors. Runs till 24 May, 10am to 5pm, Image Ark Gallery, Kumhata Tal, Patan

Target arena, get up to 50 per cent discount at the new paintball battle grounds. 27 April to 6 May, 8am to 7pm, Sanepa, 9812166830

Anubhuthe, an exhibition of paintings of eight Nepali female artists. Runs till 4 May, 10am to 5pm, Harya Chilien, Kumhata Tal, Patan Darbar Square

Ukus mukus, an exhibition of drawings, prints, and multimedia by artists Kanchan Burathoki and Palbina Karkkhopati depicting the drudgery of everyday life in Kathmandu. Runs till 22 May, 10am to 6pm, Park Gallery, Pulchok, (01)5522070

A country in verse, gather round to hear your contemporaries wax poetic on Nepal and Nepaliess. Runs till 14 May, 10am to 6pm, Mahabir Hotel, Kapan, (01)5523486, collective@sattya.org

Rediscovering the Legend, a talk on art collector Haranom Das Shrestha’s collection of historical Nepal paintings. 5 May, 5pm, Himalayan Bank, Kamalchaur, 9814922186

KU IT meet, brainstorm on how to use information and communication technology to make our lives easier. 4 to 5 May, 9am to 6pm, Kathmandu University, Dhulikhel, (01)665399

Kathmandu Bike Festival, bike stunts, tattoo parlours, live music, good food, and an inter-school cross-country championship for bike lovers. 5 May, 12.30pm, Gyanodaya School, Sanepa

Typography sessions, learn how to use fonts more effectively in your creative projects. 4 May, 3 to 5pm, Sattya Media Collective, Jwalakhel, (01)5523486, collective@sattya.org

www.nagariknews.com

Hariek Nagarikakesero Laptop Bag
करौँ 3,600 रु. बजारिक दैनिकको कवार अर्थक कल्याण गरी प्राप्त लॅपटॉप Bag तुर्ना लागि उपलब्ध। यो योजना निर्विवादकांको भविष्यको उपलब्ध

कारण यसलाई प्राप्ती गरिएको दिन, शुरुआतको 30 हफ्तोमा लागि 9.600 रु.।

गर्मितका बन्दोबस्ता लाई CIR फाॅर्म गरी ५०५ रु. लागि SMS अभिलाषा।

Press release Newar players' support to Nepali football team
काठमाडौंयो बेली बाली खिलाडीहरूले नेपाली संघ फुटबलमा समर्थन}
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**Where guests are gods**

The latest addition to Lakeside’s sprawling hotel-scape, Atithi Resort & Spa is luxury at its best. A 5 minute stroll from the bustling city centre, the resort is a quiet sanctuary, perfect for anyone looking for a relaxing stay.

Expertly fusing Nepali tradition with modern amenities, Atithi Resort is beautifully designed and has great aesthetic appeal. Only a month into operation, the resort has managed to create a name for itself as being one of the best luxury hotels in town.

The rooms are spacious, comfortable, and inviting. Richly furnished with beautiful wild rosewood, it offers all the modern facilities imaginable—LED television, individual temperature controlled unit, a private balcony, free wi-fi, mini-fridge and a lovely en-suite bathroom.

One of the best spots in the resort, the W-shaped pool, right in front of the restaurant, with its artificial fountains, is gorgeous to look at. It’s a wonderful place to chill in the sun with your book or have lunch with friends. However, I suggest taking a dip at night, when the lights are switched on and the whole place transforms into a beautiful treat. If you want to loosen your muscles after a difficult trek, there is a Spa right next to the pool.

Whether you want to reconfirm your flight or need help with directions, the friendly staff at Atithi are more than happy to attend to your needs. And they are likely to get busier in the next few months as the resort expands to 55 rooms with a new organic garden and meditation centre.

Starting at INR 300 per night, a stay here is a little heavy on the pockets, but the resort will make every paisa you spent worth it.

But be warned, if you don’t make a conscious effort to venture into the city, you might just end up spending your entire holiday within the walls of this resort.

Atithi Resort & Spa
Shanti Path, Lakeside, Pokhara
(061)466760/ (01)4002077
www.atithiresort.com
Zipping away

If you have already felt the thrill of paragliding, bungee jumped with the Bhote Koshi beneath you, and even lowered yourself by careening down a waterfall, then here is one more adventure to add to your list. On the north of Sarangkot, 15km from here is one more adventure to add to your list. On the north of Sarangkot, 15km from here is one more adventure to add to your list.

After being strapped on a seat which is attached onto the cable, you will find yourself whizzing past the raging Seti River. When you are dangling above Phewa Lake 1,500m below, and the city of Pokhara sprawled out beneath your feet. You clutch tightly onto the safety harness as the pilot tug at the control cables, soaring with the updraft as the altimeter beeps.

Everything looks different from above: the contoured rice terraces etched to the hillsides, cars and people way down below like insects, and clusters of buildings that look unimaginably tiny. And to the north, the seemingly high icy rampsarts of the Annapurnas. If you are scared of heights, or of flying, look at it this way: paragliding is the least of three evils with the other two being bungee jumping and skydiving. After a brief take-off run downhill, you have the reassuring feeling of the parachute wing holding you aloft and guided by an experienced pilot. It is leisurely and relaxed, with lots of time to admire the scenery and the sensation of flying.

The pilot heads off to where the eagles and hawks are soaring because the birds intuitively know where the thermals are. This is a ‘bird’s eye view’ in more ways than one. It is the combination of adventure and scenery that makes Pokhara a prime destination in the world for paragliding. The glistering surface of Phewa comes up to meet you and before you know it the paraglider flares and all four feet of the pilot and passenger once more touch the ground softly.

Remembering the brave ones

Highly informative and thought-provoking, the Gurkha Memorial Museum is a great alternative to the mysticism and adventure Pokhara is well known for. Perfect for an afternoon indoors, it does great justice in honouring the Gurkhas, known as the world’s bravest soldiers.

The museum boasts three storeys of gallerie replete with photographs, displays, and descriptions of Gurkha paraphernalia. While the first storey showcases the riveting history of the soldiers from their humble beginnings in 1815 through their many action-packed campaigns including the First World War, the Second World War, and the Gulf War, the second storey honours each of the famous Gurkha infantry regiments. The flag of each regiment hangs proudly over the respective exhibit which details the customs, traditions, and practices, providing an insight into the military life.

The third storey belongs to the Gurkha specialists. It has displays dedicated to each group such as the engineers, signals, and transport regiments and also exhibits on the Band of the Brigade of Gurkhas, the Gurkha Contingent of the Singapore Police Force, the Gurkha Independent Parachute Company, the Gurkha Military Police, and the Gurkha Dog Company. The top floor is a library which may be accessed with a small fee.

While walking through the gallery, one is accompanied by sounds of horses galloping, troops marching and other battle sounds, providing a highly atmospheric experience as one traces the lives of the amazing Gurkha soldiers. There is also a souvenir shop on the ground level if you are in the mood for some shopping. Everything from regimental plaques to books, postcards and even service shukris, can be found here. All proceeds from the sale of these items go towards the upkeep of this wonderful museum.

The Hall of Mountain People showcases the social and cultural life of Thakalis and Tamangs, as well as people from around the world. Complete with photographs and traditional costumes, the exhibition provides a deeper insight into their lives. A video room also screens documentaries of the mountain people and compares the Alpine inhabitants of both Europe and Nepal.

Meet the

At the feet of Machhapuchhare overlooking the Annapurna range, sits the International Mountaineering Museum (IMM), dedicated to the mountain people, the mountains of the world, and mountaineering.

The Hall of Mountain People showcases the social and cultural life of Thakalis and Tamangs, as well as people from around

Bird’s eye view

“Run, run as fast as you can, and no matter what you do, don’t stop until your pilot tells you to.”

You do as the instructor tells you to, peddling madly down the grassy slope. And sure enough, we have lift off. The paraglider dips a bit before picking up speed and rising into the air. Nothing prepares you for the actual feeling of flying. There you are, dangling above Phewa Lake 1,500m below, and the city of Pokhara sprawled out beneath your feet. You clutch tightly onto the safety harness as the pilot tug at the control cables, soaring with the updraft as the altimeter beeps.
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Soothing the soul

Tucked on a quiet hillside overlooking Phewa lake, Ganden Viga Chozin Buddhist Meditation and Retreat Centre was built in 1993 as a sanctuary for people to learn Tibetan Buddhism, meditate, and transform their minds and hearts for others’ benefit.

The weekend course on Buddhist philosophy with meditation and hatha yoga is one of the most sought after programs at the centre. Taught by Buddhist monks and nuns, this course takes place in the Gompa Room, a traditional Buddhist setting with full length windows overlooking the picturesque lake.

The centre is part of the Foundation for the Preservation of the Mahayana Tradition (FPMT), a worldwide organisation of over 100 Buddhist centres and activities directed by Lama Zopa Rinpoche. According to the all-accepting doctrine of Mahayana Buddhism, the retreat welcomes people from all religions and is a testimony of the harmony that exists among the diverse people of Nepal.

Yeoh Lai Lin
Ganden Viga Chozin Buddhist Meditation and Retreat Centre
Lakeside road, Pokhara
(061)462923
www.pokharabuddhistcentre.com

Long way to the top

Sisters Lucky, Dicky, and Nicky Chhetri, who were managing a lodge and restaurant in Pokhara, had heard enough harrowing accounts about harassment faced by female trekkers at the hands of their male guides. So in 1998 they decided to start a trekking agency run exclusively by women for female travellers. However, their journey was an uphill battle where they had to overcome immense social obstacles.

“This might have been jealousy or just the fact that we were women, we faced a lot of problems when we first started out,” recalls Nicky, the youngest of the three, “our neighbours even reported us to the police saying we were abusing women in the name of empowerment.”

In the past 15 years, their company, 3 Sisters Adventure Trekking, has trained more than 1,700 Nepali women from disadvantaged communities to work as guides from the Annapurna circuit to Bhutan. Trainers take a month-long class before they set out to the field under supervision. After spending five months in the field, they are promoted to assistants. After completing the course, the women have a choice of either staying on and working for the company or using their skills elsewhere. “We knew the only way to change the status of women in Nepal is by providing them education and employment,” says Nicky.

The trekking company is part of a larger initiative managed by the Chhetri sisters, Empowering Women of Nepal (EWN), which also conducts community development training in the less developed regions of west Nepal. EWN has established a midwife scholarship fund and runs a children’s home at the trekking centre in Pokhara.

3 Sisters has won several awards, including the Virgin Holidays Responsible Tourism Award 2012 and Geotourism Challenge sponsored by Ashoka’s Changemakers and National Geographic for its exceptional service and practice of social responsibility.

Tsering Dolker Gurung
3 Sisters Adventure Trekking
Lakeside, Pokhara
(061)462066/465215
www.3sistersadventuretrek.com

Activities are dedicated to adventure junkies. All kinds of equipment and adventure gear needed to scale mountains are on display here. Great mountaineers from Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay to French expedition team leader Maurice Herzog have been given a place of honour.

Before leaving the museum, visitors stroll through the Hall of Associates’ Exhibition dedicated to the preservation of the mountain people’s culture and environment. There is also a traditional Buddhist Lakhang prayer room near the exit for those who wish to offer prayers. Also worth a look is The Living Museum outside the main building showcasing the social and cultural life of Nepal’s indigenous population.

Whether you are an anthropologist, adventure-junkie, geography geek or just curious about mountains in general, IMM is fun for everyone!

Set aside an entire day for a proper visit as the museum is huge, but don’t take too long as the gift shop closes a little earlier than the museum. Also, try to plan a visit around the weekend as the gift shop closes a little earlier than the museum is huge, but don’t take too long as the gift shop closes a little earlier than the museum is huge, but don’t take too long as the gift shop closes a little earlier than the museum is huge, but don’t take too long as the gift shop closes a little earlier than the museum.
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When the pandemic hits, the virus mutates into a fast-spreading killer. The index patient – the origin of the mutated flu virus called MEV-1. She has just been on a plane from Macao to Minneapolis, transiting in Chicago.

What follows is a frightening, but incredibly skillful montage of a virus’s trajectory. Not only is it airborne, but it also spreads from surface to surface as sick people touch door handles, escalators, shake hands etc.

As the virus spreads across the globe, various key characters struggle to contain it, research it, and provide a vaccine for it. Marion Cotillard plays Dr Lenora Grantes, a French doctor who is dispatched to Macao to identify the virus’s origins. Meanwhile, on the North American continent, Dr Ellis Cheever (Laurence Fishburne), and Dr Erin Mears (Kate Winslet) race against time to set up protocol to try and contain the disease just as Dr Ally Hexall (the always brilliant Jennifer Ehle) struggles to find a vaccine.

It is testament to Burns’ excellent script that all of these disparate characters come alive, each with their own distinctive personalities, all of them struggling with their own fears and morality systems. Undeniably, all of these people are great actors, but in a film such as this, it is easy to lose the plot and meander into over-hyped drama rather than sticking with the humanity inherent in the story.

As people struggle with the terror of such an epidemic, social order is disrupted and we see human kind at their best and their worst, leaving us, the viewers, totally rapé, but also with important questions. At the event of a neo-apocalypse, how would you behave? Who would you save first? Would you hoard in order to feed your family? Would you leak classified information if you were in a position to do so, in order to save your nearest and dearest? Perhaps, it is time to seriously ask oneself such questions, and meanwhile, start stocking lots of potable water in the case of such a disaster.

Jennifer Ehle) struggles to find a vaccine, with 16GB worth of memory (and an additional 32GB if you purchase a SD card), Xperia Z has enough staying power to serve as your number one mobile option for a few good years. Despite an eyebrow raising price tag of Rs 61, 000, Z is definitely worth the investment if you’re shopping around for a smartphone. Available at Sony Centre in Jawalakhel at the ground floor of the World Link building.

Yantrick’s verdict: efficient, elegant and well-designed, Z is the best smart phone available at this price range.
Click, click

Inspired by Pokhara’s stunning landscape and armed with her Art School background, 22-year-old Georgina Foster from the UK started Pokhara Photography in 2012 to train young photographers in the region and encourage them to explore it as a career. Nepali Times caught up with the entrepreneur in her office at Lakeside.

Georgina Foster: When I first came to Pokhara in 2009 for my three month photography project at Pokhara Aged Shelter, I was disappointed to see that there was no art scene here. In London, I had always been surrounded by opportunities to explore the arts. Here, I met a lot of people interested in art, but they had no place to develop their skills or explore their interests. I started Pokhara Photography so that emerging photographers in the city have a platform to start out from.

Do you think there is scope for photography in Pokhara?
Young people in Pokhara who are interested in photography hesitate to take it up as a profession because they think there is no future. But I don’t agree, I feel there is a lot of potential as well as money in this field. Unfortunately, all the resources and money in the region have been poured into tourism and no one wants to invest in the art industry.

Tell us about Pokhara Photography’s work. At PP we encourage budding talents as well as provide them with opportunities to earn. We conduct lots of workshops and training to develop skills. I have also started a database of photographers and am currently trying to find placements for them. PP also runs two social enterprises: Creative Designs comprising of young photographers, which offers designing services to businesses and companies around the city and Pokhara Photography Tours which aims to give young cameramen and women the guidance and experience they need to improve their skills. We started working in September and have trained over 200 photographers so far, we still need to reach out to more people but this is something that will happen over time.

How difficult has it been starting a new venture in a foreign country?
It definitely isn’t easy running a company and that too in a foreign land with limited funding. But I am someone who believes that through hard work, talent, passion, and dedication, people can achieve anything they set their minds on. If you never take risks, you never achieve. Without this attitude, I wouldn’t be here today.

Are you happy with the response that PP has generated?
It’s only been nine months since we started and the response has been very positive so far. I work with very talented and honest people in the city that are not only my students but also my friends. It has been wonderful to see them grow into good photographers. There are a few skeptics, but overall I am very happy with the progress we have made.

Where do you see PP in the future?
I plan to open a permanent photo gallery in two years where we will host regular exhibitions and conduct training. Once PP has established itself, I will hand over the responsibilities to a reliable and capable team that I have worked with and trained for over two years and return to England.

Srijana Chok, Pokhara
9818432559
info@pokharaphotography.com
georginafoster@pokharaphotography.com
www.pokharaphotography.com

Sarangkot Fordays

There is more to Sarangkot than its breathtaking landscape and paragliding. Behind the hype of its famous sunrise view of Machhapuchhre, it is a village which faces real social issues. Inequality among castes and ethnic groups is still pervasive, posing a challenge for the development and growth of this hilltop town.

The lack of jobs has forced villagers to leave and seek employment down in Pokhara, in Kathmandu or overseas. Many parents cannot afford to send their children to school, so enrolment rates are low. Tourism can be the great equaliser, creating jobs and providing opportunities for the underprivileged and that is exactly what one restaurant is doing in Sarangkot.

Sarangkot Fordays Restaurant is a breakfast place with a difference. It has a prime view of the Annapurnas, but it is not just any restaurant, sharing a special relationship with the local community, promoting sustainable development, and ecotourism. Fordays is a health drink manufacturer in Japan and this is part of its corporate social responsibility project to raise funds to run the nearby Bishnu Secondary School. Of all the great places to eat in Pokhara, at Fordays you also feel great about helping out.

Try the Sarangkot Breakfast - (juice, toast, croissant with jam, butter, honey, and fresh eggs cooked to order with Sarangkot coffee or tea, Rs 500) or a good old American breakfast (choice of chilled juice or seasonal fresh fruit, porridge or cornflakes served with cold or hot milk, fresh eggs cooked to order with ham, bacon or sausages, toast, croissant, muffin, Sarangkot coffee and tea, Rs 700). Also on the a la carte menu are popular breakfast items such as juices (Rs 200), cereals (Rs 350), cornflakes with milk (Rs 250), muesli with curd and fruit (Rs 250), fresh eggs cooked to order (Rs 175) or an omelette (mushroom, chicken, ham mixed or oriental with ham, bacon or sausages, Rs 275).

The food is simple but hearty. Everyone enjoys a fried breakfast now and then, washed down with a tall glass of fresh juice, and a fragrant cup of tea or coffee. However, the icing on the cake has to be the view from the restaurant, offering a spectacular panoramic sweep of the Annapurna range at daybreak. It is a perfect way to start the day, especially if you would like to avoid jostling with the hordes of tourists and people who scatter themselves across the village at dawn. If you are early and lucky enough, get a table on the balcony and watch the sunrise unravel before your very eyes, the darkness slowly giving way to lighter and lighter shades of lavender, pink, then gold on the snows above.

These are, by far, the best seats in the house. If you aren’t an early riser, fret not, Fordays is open till 2pm and you can saunter over for a leisurely lunch as well. Sarangkot also offers spectacular sunset views.

Yeoh Lai Lin
How to get there: right on the Sarangkot hill, half an hour away from Lakeside, Pokhara.
Creaking joints

A 60-year-old woman came to our clinic complaining of pain in her right knee that had lasted more than two months and got worse every time she walked. She had a medical history of obesity and hypertension. Another patient, a 51-year-old man without any other medical problems, also suffered from chronic pain in both knees for months. Both had been taking ‘brufen’ without much relief.

The two patients have osteoarthritis of the knee, a condition where the cartilage degenerates due to ‘wear and tear’ of the joints. Not surprisingly, the single most important risk factor is age. A young joint has protective mechanisms to preserve the cartilage matrix even with excessive stress. But as people cross 50, articular cartilage starts to gradually get damaged. While those who injure their joints during youth have a strong predisposition to osteoarthritis later on in life, obesity is another common cause.

Osteoarthritis is so prevalent in Nepal that internists and rheumatologists (joint doctors) see numerous patients every week at their clinics. In general this particular kind of arthritis is diagnosed clinically and does not usually require advanced imaging techniques like CT scan or magnetic resonance imaging.

Since osteoarthritis is a mechanical problem (as opposed to an inflammation), non-pharmacological therapy is the first recommended treatment. Avoiding activities that cause pain to the joints (no running if there is pain while jogging), strengthening and conditioning adjacent muscles to the joint, and using canes to lessen the joint load can sometimes even reverse the initial cartilage damage. As obesity becomes an epidemic in Kathmandu and other urban areas, maintaining a healthy weight is also paramount to avoiding osteoarthritis because each extra kilo increases the load across the weight bearing joint several times. Obesity appears to play major role in osteoarthritis of the hand as well (where there is hardly any weight bearing) suggesting that obesity has both a mechanical and metabolic mechanism of action.

For over-weight osteoarthritis patients, shedding those spare kilos should be the primary goal. Surgical therapy with joint replacement with prosthesis may be required in severe cases of osteoarthritis.
Muddling through

For Nepal to move ahead institutions must replace individuals as the focus of political practice

Nepal has been in a state of transition since the 1990s. A brief romance then with democracy ended in three decades of single-party, autocratic rule. Since the restoration of multiparty, democratic politics just over 20 years ago we have had 20 prime ministers, a decade-long civil war, and an abortive constitutional development process. No elected government has ever completed a full term, and last month the fifth chief executive in as many years was sworn in.

The indicators of Nepal’s developmental progress are mixed: there are significant successes in health and education, the macro-economy is stable and remittances are high. Investment is low, but there is no obvious economic crisis to spur political action. Though impunity and corruption are rising, the country has not descended into anarchy. While elected government bodies, the community groups that manage schools, forests, irrigation, and so on. There are just some examples where constant institutional strengthening and innovation by both state and society ultimately matters.

A country that was feudal and has been patriarchal for decades was first promised democracy, but subjected to rapacious party politics that did not deliver. A nation that was then torn apart by an insurgency that promised an end to discrimination, marginalisation, and inequality, now struggles for a credible strongman is desired, while the leaders and elites really know either. Politics is not representative of popular aspirations, individual leaders have undermined the very institutions that matter, and myriad groups and coalitions and movements (vertically and horizontally across society) have disengaged from the idea that politics matters most to economic and social life.

A new idea of politics is required in order to transition Nepal towards stable, plural, representative, and accountable governance arrangements. For this to happen, first and foremost, institutions must replace individuals as the focus of political practice, both by parties and by society. Perhaps the current hiatus will spur thought and action in that direction.

George Varughese has lived and worked in Nepal for more than 25 years.
Nepal has a rich tradition of buildings made out of local materials such as mud, bamboo, and straw. The famous Basantapur Durbar and Singh Darbar are prime examples of mud, brick, and mortar buildings which have survived the test of time. These traditional materials, which were cheaper, more ecological, and safer during earthquakes are giving way to concrete. As the road network spreads to rural areas, concrete is replacing traditional building materials even in the districts.

Because of our education system, we try to copy everything from the West, explains Nepali Architect of the Adobe and Bamboo Research Institute (ABARI). “We have an amazing history of vernacular architecture, but it is not considered glamorous enough. There is an inferiority complex of our own materials.” The media, especially television, also propagates the myth that only cement houses are durable. Another reason is the loss of relevant skills in handling local materials. Construction techniques were not documented and properly passed down, leading to poorly built houses that did not last long. Bamboo houses used to be naturally protected from insects by fireplace smoke, but as smoke-free stoves became popular, bamboo needs to be treated before construction.

Although concrete is essential for high-rises and needs proper design, most cement houses are neither sustainable nor environment-friendly. Nepal imports 70 per cent of its cement from India and its manufacture has a huge carbon footprint, the structures are energy-intensive because they are cold in winter and hot in summer.

Because construction techniques do not meet the required standards, we end up with very poor quality buildings that will not be safe in an earthquake,” says Aruna Paul, country representative of Habitat for Humanity Nepal. Fortunately, a new breed of engineers is pushing the concept of sustainable architecture. Habitat and ABARI aim to build a million houses in Nepal by 2020 using mud, sun-dried bricks, straw, and bamboo. Aruna Paul is glad most customers, even in urban areas, don’t need to be convinced any more to use local materials as they are now demanded by the people.

After the Saptakosi River flood displaced more than 60,000 people, the disaster relief program helped build bamboo and mud houses. ABARIs’s Nepal Adhikary sums it up: “We should not take from our future generations to build for ourselves now.”

A recent Sustainable Mountain Architecture exhibition at the Pulchok Campus featured three projects of Dutch architect Anne Feenstra: the Kargya Learning Centre in Lañakh, the House With the Dancing Windows in Afghanistan, and the insulation of houses in Sikkim by re-using waste material (see page 17). An empty plastic bottle seems useless to most people, but it can be used to make a mountain home more habitable. Reusing waste materials was one of the many solutions presented at the exhibition.

“Nepal is an amazingly beautiful country and we have to be careful to keep it that way. These examples show us what is possible in Nepal,” says Feenstra. Reusing plastic bottles, cardboard, rubber slippers, and tetrapacks to seal roofs, ceilings, walls, doors, and windows of houses in Sikkim could be easily replicated in the mountains of Nepal. When homes were insulated in Sikkim could be easily replicated in the mountains of Nepal. When homes were insulated in Sikkim, less firewood was needed for heating and that saved the habitat of the red panda.

However, Feenstra’s co-designer, Marivam Zakiah, warns against the ‘copy-paste’ method of replicating without considering suitability. She said: “A building should be designed responding to the climate, local context, and most importantly the people it is designed for.”

Feenstra hopes Nepali students will go beyond aesthetics to also look at the reason for design. The House with Dancing Windows in Afghanistan, for example, is designed to give a contemporary edge with glass panels at the bottom so more sunlight can enter to heat the building.

Sophiya Gurung, a fourth year architecture student at Pulchok was excited: “We have seen a completely new way to design buildings here.”

Building for tomorrow

Traditional mud and wood buildings can give ‘futuristic architecture’ a whole new meaning

CINDREY LIU

**GLORIOUS MUD:** Unbaked bricks and mud plaster give this row of houses in Palpa (top) a pleasing look in harmony with its surroundings. The buildings are also safer and more climate-friendly.

**BAMBOO**
- As strong as steel
- Long-lasting if not exposed to sun and rain
- Takes only five years to mature
- Absorb carbon dioxide
- Light and flexible

**Sun-dried bricks**
- Ten times cheaper than baked bricks
- Insulating property
- Safe in earthquakes
- Low carbon footprint

**Straw**
- Insulating property
- Lightweight
- User-friendly
- Not flammable when treated and bundled

**Mud**
- Can be used to plaster floor, roof, and walls
- Dust readily available
- Cool in summe, warm in winter
- Breathable, allows stable indoor humidity

The Super Fruit Pomegranate

For a healthy day ahead...
In 2010, a flash flood hit northern Afghanistan and damaged a 165-year-old public bath house, Hammam Khist-i-Kopruk. *Life of an Afghan Hammam* explores how the local community led by Dutch architect Anne Feenstra worked to revive an old architectural tradition to restore the building and the culture associated with it. This superbly produced book records the flood, the damage, and the painstaking restoration. Written by Indian architect Tanvi Maheswari, it is passionately penned and superbly illustrated in which one can sense the author’s dedication for preservation and restoration in a difficult conflict environment.

The book looks at the whole history of bath houses, and traces it back to Roman times and Greek influences. The technique of building the baths is faithfully revived, local materials and skills were used. Bricks, lime plaster, cut stones were hard to come by, but there was plenty of cement and steel. The project is a lesson in sustainable architecture and how cumulative knowledge can be used to restore historical sites and also yield lessons for modern day designs.

This is a eco-conscious technique that has important lessons for Nepal as well so that the designs for our schools and public spaces are sensitive to local climate conditions. This book doesn’t have all the answers, but its message needs to be propagated not just in rural Nepal and Afghanistan, but also into those who mindlessly copy western energy intensive structures in our cities in the name of modernity. *Life of an Afghan Hammam* is being launched in New Delhi’s Habitat Centre, Gilmohur Hall at 7pm on Friday, 3 May. Open to all.

---

**Calling all Radio Play Writers**

British Council Nepal is holding a series of workshops and competitions to support creativity in the arts.

1. **BBC Worldwide Radio Play Writing Workshop (29 May)**
   - Win the chance to have your play recorded and aired on the BBC World Service and win a trip to London.
   - Criteria for application:
     - Short bio-data
     - Synopsis of a play for six characters, for a length of 53 minutes
     - Synopsis to be no more than 200 words.

2. **British Council Nepal 15 minutes Radio Play Writing Workshop (30 May)**
   - Win the chance to have your play recorded and aired on Nepal Radio.
   - Criteria for application:
     - Short bio-data
     - Synopsis of a play for four characters, for a length of 15 minutes
     - Synopsis to be no more than 200 words.

3. **Intermediate Radio Play Workshop (31 May)**
   - Criteria for application:
     - Open to participants of last year’s workshop and to experienced writers working in radio
     - Submit a scene or scenes prior to the workshop, to be discussed within the class environment as part of the workshop.

4. **One-to-One Surgeries**
   - For anyone wanting 30 minutes in private to discuss their work with the renowned writer and director from the UK, Andrew Rajan.
   - Criteria for application:
     - Short bio-data
     - Synopsis, completed plays, or ideas and early structure or character choices before a script exists that you want to discuss.
   - Capacity for each workshop is only 20 seats. Registration on first come first served basis and registration fee for each workshop is NPR 3000, which is to be paid after being shortlisted.
   - While applying for the workshop, please specify the workshop type and send in the required documents by e-mail to general.enquiry@britishcouncil.org.np.

   - Registration for the workshop closes by 5:00 PM, 13 May 2013.
   - Visit our website www.britishcouncil.org.nepal for details on the workshops and competitions.
LEAVING NIGHTMARES BEHIND

Dambir Krishna Shrestha, Himal Khabarpatrika, 28 April - 4 May

As the Maoist insurgency reached its peak in the early 2000s, the rebels took their recruitment drives to new lows. Not satisfied with combing entire villages for susceptible youngsters to recruit into the PLA, area commanders emptied schools and marched thousands of students into training camps. Some survived the ordeal, while others were not so fortunate. Among those who lived to tell their tales, the scars of abuse run deep. Walking from Kolti in Bajura to Talcha in Mugu, this correspondent met three former abductees and child soldiers who are keen to move ahead from their nightmarish past in the rebel army.

26-year-old Dhan Bahadur Thapa was one of the 18 students abducted from Lakpriya Higher Secondary School, Mugu, in 2004. For an entire year, Dhan Bahadur was prohibited from keeping in contact with his family. Under the leadership of Prabhakar, area commander of the far-west, DB fought in 14 battles and even used LPGs in rebel attacks on Khara, Masuriya, Ramchaur, Bheripul, and Pili.

“We would have been killed had we not fought. My wife and parents were weeping back home, but I had no choice,” reveals DB. While he recovered from injury sustained during an attack on Khara, DB returned home after a temporary ceasefire was announced in August 2005. It was too dangerous to stay on after the truce ended, so DB fled to India. After working for two years in Champawat in Uttarakhand, he returned with modest savings of Rs 96,000 and started a retail business in Surkhet.

Now he owns a retail shop and a local eatery in Mugu and also trades mules to supplement his income. He admits his decision to leave the PLA was the correct one. “Who knows where I would have ended up if I had continued fighting.”

Unlike DB, 22-year-old Ubjan Baniya of Jharkot, Mugu, was stuck in the rebel army for seven years until he was persuaded to voluntarily retire in January this year. After quitting, Ubjan promptly threw away his fatigue and boots into the Bheri River as he returned home from Surkhet. He invested the Rs 50,000 he received as compensation in a retail store and restaurant in Mugu. But no amount of money can buy back his childhood and the education he lost out on.

Ubjan was just 15 when he and four of his classmates were forcefully recruited by the Maoists. He holds the party responsible not only for disrupting the education of thousands of young men and women, but also for failing to live up to the promises of the revolution. “We were taken out of schools and ended up being tagged as ‘fighters’ forever, while the leaders have now become wealthy and own palaces in the city,” says Ubjan.

26-year-old Bhim Raj Giri of Kolti, Bajura, did not last more than three years in the Maoist army. Nine years ago, when Bhim was in grade 6, the Maoists called him off to the jungles because a distant uncle of his happened to be a police constable on duty at the district headquarters in Martadi. After they beat him up relentlessly and threatened to kill him, accusing him of spying, Bhim ran off to Mumbai where he trained as a cook. He is now a cook in India and one per cent in Malaysia, 28 per cent in Indonesia, and seven per cent in the US.

“Tens of thousands of young Nepalis were forced to sacrifice their dreams of a bright future because of the Maoist war,” says Bhim. “I pray that future generations never have to witness or be a part of such violence.”

Unlike DB, 22-year-old Ubjan Baniya of Jharkot, Mugu, was stuck in the rebel army for seven years until he was persuaded to voluntarily retire in January this year. After quitting, Ubjan promptly threw away his fatigue and boots into the Bheri River as he returned home from Surkhet. He invested the Rs 50,000 he received as compensation in a retail store and restaurant in Mugu. But no amount of money can buy back his childhood and the education he lost out on.

Ubjan was just 15 when he and four of his classmates were forcefully recruited by the Maoists. He holds the party responsible not only for disrupting the education of thousands of young men and women, but also for failing to live up to the promises of the revolution. “We were taken out of schools and ended up being tagged as ‘fighters’ forever, while the leaders have now become wealthy and own palaces in the city,” says Ubjan.

26-year-old Bhim Raj Giri of Kolti, Bajura, did not last more than three years in the Maoist army. Nine years ago, when Bhim was in grade 6, the Maoists called him off to the jungles because a distant uncle of his happened to be a police constable on duty at the district headquarters in Martadi. After they beat him up relentlessly and threatened to kill him, accusing him of spying, Bhim ran off to Mumbai where he trained as a cook. He is now a cook in India and one per cent in Malaysia, 28 per cent in Indonesia, and seven per cent in the US.

“Tens of thousands of young Nepalis were forced to sacrifice their dreams of a bright future because of the Maoist war,” says Bhim. “I pray that future generations never have to witness or be a part of such violence.”

UNLIKE DB, 22-YEAR-OLD UBJAN BANIYA OF JHARKOT, MUGU, WAS STUCK IN THE REBEL ARMY FOR SEVEN YEARS UNTIL HE WAS PERSUADED TO VOLUNTARILY RETIRE IN JANUARY THIS YEAR. AFTER QUITTING, UBJAN PROMPTLY THREW AWAY HIS FATIGUES AND BOOTS INTO THE BHERI RIVER AS HE RETURNED HOME FROM SURKHET. HE INVESTED THE RS 50,000 HE RECEIVED AS COMPENSATION IN A RETAIL STORE AND RESTAURANT IN MUGU. BUT NO AMOUNT OF MONEY CAN BUY BACK HIS CHILDHOOD AND THE EDUCATION HE LOST OUT ON.

UBJAN WAS JUST 15 WHEN HE AND FOUR OF HIS CLASSMATES WERE FORCEFULLY RECRUITED BY THE MAOISTS. HE HOLDS THE PARTY RESPONSIBLE NOT ONLY FOR DISRUPTING THE EDUCATION OF THOUSANDS OF YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN, BUT ALSO FOR FAILING TO LIVE UP TO THE PROMISES OF THE REVOLUTION. “WE WERE TAKEN OUT OF SCHOOLS AND ENDED UP BEING TAGGED AS ‘FIGHTERS’ FOREVER, WHILE THE LEADERS HAVE NOW BECOME WEALTHY AND OWN PALACES IN THE CITY,” SAYS UBJAN.

26-YEAR-OLD BHIM RAJ GIRI OF KOLTI, BAJURA, DID NOT LAST MORE THAN THREE YEARS IN THE MAOIST ARMY. NINE YEARS AGO, WHEN BHIM WAS IN GRADE 6, THE MAOISTS CALLED HIM OFF TO THE JUNGLES BECAUSE A DISTANT UNCLE OF HIS HAPPENED TO BE A POLICE CONSTABLE ON DUTY AT THE DISTRICT HEADQUARTERS IN MARTADI. AFTER THEY BEAT HIM UP RELENTLESSLY AND THREATENED TO KILL HIM, ACCUSING HIM OF SPYING, BHIM RAN OFF TO MUMBAI WHERE HE TRAINED AS A COOK. HE IS NOW A COOK IN INDIA AND ONE PER CENT IN MALAYSIA, 28 PER CENT IN INDONESIA, AND SEVEN PER CENT IN THE US.

“TENS OF THOUSANDS OF YOUNG NEPALIS WERE FORCED TO SACRIFICED THEIR DREAMS OF A BRIGHT FUTURE BECAUSE OF THE MAOIST WAR,” SAYS BHIM. “I PRAY THAT FUTURE GENERATIONS NEVER HAVE TO WITNESS OR TAKE PART IN SUCH VIOLENCE.”
The demand for identity-based federalism reached its tipping point in May last year when hundreds of thousands took to the streets in Kathmandu and across the Madhes.

It was the disagreement over how many and what kind of federal states Nepal should have that obstructed the completion of the new constitution. Ultimately, the Constituent Assembly was dissolved on the night of 28 May and elections were announced. The debate has since been shelved, the streets are quiet, but the battle for the narrative continues.

In op-ed pages and social networks, there is extreme polarisation of views. Cyberspace is replete with vitriolic racial slurs from both sides of the debate. On the surface, it may look like a political battle between the NC and UML against the Maoists, Madhesi Morcha, and Janajati groups. But there is a social underbelly to this conflict where class and caste have become intertwined.

The dominant discourse portrays the demand for identity as a divisive agenda imposed by outsiders to ignite ethnic tensions in Nepal. Their advocates in the political parties, media, and civil society use the term ‘identity’ and ‘ethnicity’ interchangeably to warn us that recognising either will lead Nepal into ethnic fragmentation.

This is a distortion of a well-defined concept that was pre-agreed upon by all political parties in the erstwhile State Restructuring Commission’s conceptual report three years ago. ‘The future states must be carved on the basis of identity and economic viability, with special impetus on identity defined as ethnic, linguistic, cultural, regional, historical,’ reads the report.

The demand for a Madhes Pradesh in the Tarai has been particularly divisive. The official position of the Madhesi Morcha, partner in the last coalition, has been for an economically viable two-state Madhes Pradesh. This is a climb-down for the Front which had earlier pushed for a single Madhes state.

Still, a section of the media blamed the Madhesis for conspiring to ‘Sikkimise’ Nepal, some intellectuals seemed concerned about the economic viability of a two-Madhes model. Economist Bhogendra Jha, who was part of the seven-member State Restructuring Commission told me recently that the two-state model is not just economically viable, but has a good balance of agricultural, forest, and industrial resources. “Those who question it may have political motivations, but there is no economic basis for being against it,” Jha explained.

The growing ethnophobia in the country has been bolstered by reported reservations in Beijing and New Delhi conveyed to Maoist Chairman Pushpa Kamal Dahal in the past weeks. He tried to explain that federalism would not destabilise Nepal, but seems to have returned chastised. Polls have shown many Nepalis to be against ethnicity-based federalism. The main fear seems to be that a federal state named after a particular community will make others second-class citizens.

But Nepal’s demographic mosaic does not allow any community to be dominant in any proposed state. Besides, in the absence of front rights, there will be no legal or constitutional basis for obtaining such preferential treatment. Naming a geographic territory after particular communities will be nothing more than a gesture of acknowledging their rich history and culture in the region. But even this need not be mandatory and can be put to vote in those future state assemblies.

It is time Nepal redefined nationalism as multi-ethnic diversity and not a monolithic national identity paradigm with one language, dress, and culture. The mainstream view of Madhesi nationalism as being opposed to Nepali nationalism, simply because it rejects pre-determined categories of a Nepal identity also flies in the face of this aspiring inclusive republic.

Nepalis have so far lived together peacefully, but that should not be mistaken for harmony. Underneath, there is anger and resentment of a monolithic state apparatus dominated by a few who refuse to devolve. These grievances cannot be wished away.
F  

For a guy who once threatened to invade India, the sight of the Awesome One groveling and apologising in Delhi was a sight to behold. Indian babudom and media couldn’t get enough of Lotus Flower when he visited Delhi in 2008. They hung to his every word and poored adulation upon him. Tables turned and PKD became persona-non-grateful.

It has taken four long years for the Chairman’s roar to become a meow. Still, Comprador Dahal declared himself a great success at ping pong diplomacy.

 Soon after landing in Delhi, Pushpa Kamal Dalal called on the BJP leadership and assured the Chairman who was rather chuffed to declare himself the “pillar of national unity to replace the monarchy”.

The reason PKD impressed Indians was because at this rate Jhusil Da may just absent-mindedly address a Maoist election rally.

Remember Comrade Bagman, the chap who was taped in flagrante delicto asking a contractor on the phone to bribe the Chairman’s office could have done it couldn’t (like the Baddies) have a confirmed ticket, if they couldn’t (like the Baddies) bump off someone with a confirmed ticket, if they couldn’t (like the Baddies) chartered their own plane. So Jhusil accepted Awesome’s offer to hitch a ride on his Jetstream. The Kangriss better get someone else to lead their party because at this rate Jhusil Da may just absent-mindedly address a Maoist election rally.

Everyone knows by now that Awesome deserves an Oscar for just being Awesome. He wouldn’t even get it on a regular basis but what’s with that lurid kurta?

Jhusil Da should sack his travel agent who couldn’t even get him a ticket to Nepalganj on Buddha or Yeti because the agent who couldn’t even get him a ticket to Nepalganj on Buddha or Yeti because the least his office could have done was bump off someone with a confirmed ticket, if they couldn’t (like the Baddies) charter their own plane. So Jhusil accepted Awesome’s offer to hitch a ride on his Jetstream. The Kangriss better get someone else to lead their party because at this rate Jhusil Da may just absent-mindedly address a Maoist election rally.

It has taken four long years for the Chairman’s roar to become a meow. Still, Comprador Dahal declared himself a great success at ping pong diplomacy.

Soon after landing in Delhi, Pushpa Kamal Dalal called on the BJP leadership and assured the Chairman who was rather chuffed to declare himself the “pillar of national unity to replace the monarchy”.

Everyone knows by now that Awesome deserves an Oscar for just being Awesome. He wouldn’t even get it on a regular basis but what’s with that lurid kurta?

Jhusil Da should sack his travel agent who couldn’t even get him a ticket to Nepalganj on Buddha or Yeti because the agent who couldn’t even get him a ticket to Nepalganj on Buddha or Yeti because the least his office could have done was bump off someone with a confirmed ticket, if they couldn’t (like the Baddies) charter their own plane. So Jhusil accepted Awesome’s offer to hitch a ride on his Jetstream. The Kangriss better get someone else to lead their party because at this rate Jhusil Da may just absent-mindedly address a Maoist election rally.

The reason PKD impressed Indians was because at this rate Jhusil Da may just absent-mindedly address a Maoist election rally.